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Abstract



The idea of project is to enhance role of culinary tourism in local areas of Azerbaijan. The

main aim is to bring more tourists to rural areas of Azerbaijan with assisting of local cuisine and culture

in sustainable framework. This project is one of the good examples how we can develop sustainable

tourism in rural areas of Azerbaijan which will give a great deal of opportunities to local residents and

will give unforgettable memories to incoming tourists. The main aim of project is to increase economy

and tourism in rural areas, decrease unemployment, branding Azerbaijan as a travel destination, create

niche product for international tourists and make close relationship with government and local people.
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Introduction

Nowadays, tourism has become to take the main role in the economy of the world. According



to United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) (UNWTO, 2012), there were

approximately 983 million international tourist arrivals worldwide in 2011 and international tourism

receipts has grown up to US$1.03 trillion. Despite of crisis in 2008-2009, tourism continued to grow,

hit new records in world economy and saved a lot of jobs. UNWTO forecasts that international tourist

arrivals will be over 1.4 billion in 2020 (UNWTO, 2012). These facts make tourism an instrument for

developing economy of the country. Therefore, tourism has become popular industry in developing

countries. Early researches have shown how tourism can increase the level Gross domestic product

(GDP) of developing countries. Hence, the bottom line of project “Taste the Delicious Treasure of

Azerbaijan (TDTA)” is to develop tourism in rural areas of Azerbaijan using culinary and rural tourism

resources for increasing overall economy in the country.



Tab. 1 Typology of culinary tourism resources

Source: Ignatov, and Smith (2006, p. 240); Smith and Xiao (2008, p. 290).



Tourism is a main part of modern economy, in which food plays significant role. Food is an

important part of all cultures, a main element of global intangible heritage and highly significant

attraction for tourists and creating linkage between food and tourism providing opportunities for local
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economic development. It provides new opportunities for tourism destinations and meanwhile, creates

new challenges in the fields of experience development, marketing and branding. Corigliano and

Baggio study 2002 (cited in Horng &amp; Tsai 2012, p.796-816) states that culinary tourism is a new

concept that combines food and tourism; it emphasizes that local foods are among a society’s most

precious natural cultural. As Long (2005, p.20) states “Culinary tourism is about food as a subject and

medium, destination and vehicle, for tourism. It is about individuals exploring foods new to them as

well as using food to explore new cultures and ways of being.” For demonstrating local features

cultural characteristics and local features, a tourism destination must unite the featured culinary

cultures with tourism resources to support the culinary tourism strategies. There are different culinary

resources Ignatov and Smith (2006, p. 240); Smith and Xiao (2008, p. 290) classified culinary tourism

resources as facilities, activities, events and organizations (Table 1).

Rural tourism and agritourism is a fastly growing industry in Europe and North America,

experiencing an annual growth rate of 6%. In many developing countries rural areas has become a

significant source of livelihood for the rural population. Tourism has demonstrated to be growth

engine for many Asian countries and it is largely driven by international tourists. The rich tradition

gives to rural areas opportunity to become a source of attraction for the urban population. Gannon

(1994, p.51-60) states that rural tourism is “a range of activities provided by farmers and rural people to

attract tourists to their area in order to generate extra income for their business.” Bonntron and

Lassnier (1997, p.427-446) study shows that tourism contributes significantly to rural employment.

Azerbaijan is a territory with 9 climate zones out of 11. Climate gives opportunity to organize

tours in summer and winter season. “Very common are ecological tours to Azerbaijan, which include

visits to nature reserves, trekking and climbing routes. Midday sandy beaches offer opportunities for

diving, and swimming season starts in Azerbaijan in May (Azerbaijan.Travel 2012).” According to

Azerbaijan.Travel (2012) tourist arrivals are increasing every year and in 2011 it was more than 2.2

million. Location on the Silk Way route makes this destination popular for some tourists. Azerbaijan is

located in the south-eastern part of the Transcaucasian region, western Asia. Population is

approximately 9 million. Its area is 86 600 sq. m. km. Azerbaijan.Travel (2012) states that “The

Azerbaijani cuisine has long won recognition both in the East and in Europe. It was written in ancient

written sources by famous historians and travelers.”

TDTA is unique project for Azerbaijan in order to increase tourism in rural areas. Rural areas

of Azerbaijan have rich tradition, delicious cuisine and outstanding art.
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Concept of Project



According to Director.co.uk (2010), "Two years ago the World Bank named Azerbaijan the fastestreforming economy in the world. It's now settled into a creditable 38th in the best place to do business

report." Nevertheless, Azerbaijan still in list of developing countries and economy growth has shown

only in several big cities. In order to develop rural areas TDTA project will assist increase popularity of

tourism in rural areas of country and life of population rural areas will be better. Nowadays, it is

tendency that people from small cities and villages moving in to capital city or other biggest cities in

country. The reason is unemployment and relatively low life standards in rural areas. The aim of

project is to try to eliminate these negative factors and enhance the life level of rural population.

Bottom line of project is preserve traditions and culture, create sustainable development of rural and

culinary tourism, increase GDP of country and provide opportunity for families in rural areas to

increase their income. TDTA will also educate the local community about several concepts of

sustainable tourism development.

According to TDTA project, a tourist will choose one village from 10 options. Then, he or she

arrives to capital of Azerbaijan – Baku. In Baku tourist will have orientation for 1-2 days, depending on

the tourist. In orientation, team members will train and explain general details about local people,

traditions and culture in chosen destination. Besides, in these days tourist have a time for discovering

Baku. He or she can order city tour. After orientation, tourist is going to destination and staying in one

of the families in the destination. Family members or tour guide will explain traditions of village during

tea drinking or eating national cuisine. The next day’s tourist will discover all different kinds of arts,

farming and agriculture in the destination. He or she can also try to help family members to cook food,

to help in farm, try to make some pottery bowls, play national games and so on. Tourist will feel

himself or herself as it home and member of family and community. It will give to the tourist

unforgettable memories about destination and about his vacation.

Orientation in Baku is one of the significant parts of the project. Tourist will have general

knowledge about destination. When tourists go to some destination he or she has several questions in

his or her mind. For example: How is destination look like? What types of attractions it has? What is

forbidden to do what is not? What is typical to this destination and local people there? Orientation

tries to answer to all these questions. It also prevent most of risks that tourist may has face. Obviously,

some of local people are very conservative and they consider that foreign tourists will change their old

traditions and culture. Therefore, before project starts several community meetings and workshops will

organize in order to eliminate these thoughts among local people. However, the positive point is

Azerbaijan has well known because of its hospitality. According to lots of comments in Tripadvisor

and in several travel blogs, the most of tourists are very liked the local people and their hospitality.

There is a well-known saying in Azerbaijan that if guest come to my house then he or she is our family
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